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The advance of technology is 
based on making it fit in so that 

you don't really even notice it, so 
it's part of everyday life.

Bill Gates



A little brief about us
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In this world of greater competition, where every minute a new idea is discussed, 
every hour a  new pitch is presented, and a new product is launched every day. 
There we need to come up with a new way of thinking to face the challenge of this 
competitive world,especially in the world of technology.

In today's time, out of every 10 businesses or ideas, 8 are dependent on 
technology. And to grow business in the technology market, the only way is to 
skip the conventional approach and follow a balance of convergent and 
convergent thinking. We need to re-think the business Creatively, with a strong 
enough Strategy that has covered all the factors of scaling and risk management, 
and by doing all this we will come up with an Innovative solution that will be the 
backbone of business sustainability.

And this is where we come into the role, at CSI World, with our team of Creative, 
Strategic & Innovative people, we help businesses grow through our team of 
experts in their respective fields.



Our Company’s Vision

CSI World Infotech is established with a vision to 
help these technology-dependent startups and 
small to medium-sized businesses, by creating a 
sustainable solution for them
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What’s Our Mission?

To support the startup Founders & business 
owners with the power of technology.
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with our simple approach of 
CLARIFY, IDEATE 

DEVELOP, IMPLEMENT
we bring creative solutions for any business

Creativity
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with our round-robin approach of 
VISION, ANALYSIS, RISK 
MANAGEMENT
MARKET ORIENTATION, TECHNOLOGY 
we bring the sustainable strategies 
and development methodology 
for your business

Strategy
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with a creative and strategic approach 
to find & solve all the

 QUESTIONS & 4 V's OF BUSINESS 
we come up with the required

 technology framework & tools 
for the overall business growth.

Innovation
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Our custom software solutions help you achieve your business goals and surprise you when they 
surpass your expectations.

Our Services

Product 
Consulting

UX/UI 
Design

Web 
Development

Mobile 
Development
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We use various technologies, to optimize our customer experience, 
and to make their product market fit

Our Technologies
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Web 
Technologies
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Mobile 
Technologies
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UX/UI
Tools & Tech



Our Process

1 2 3 4

Discussion of the idea, vision and goal, 
to gather proper requirement for 

an optimized project plan

Idea 
Discussion

Based on the requirement, we design the 
wire-frames and discuss the same, to 
create the final product mockups

Design 
Process

Before the final delivery of the project, we 
make sure the development pass all the 
test cases and then only we make a release

Internal 
Testing & UAT

Creation of project plan, and start 
development with proper research in the 
technology area for optimized efficiency

Sprint Planning 
& Development
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After all the unit testing and beta release, 
we gather all the feedback points 

to ensure the product quality

Launch & 
Monitoring
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OUR PORTFOLIO



TITU Learning needs an mobile application 
which helps kids to explore and observe the 
world with easy to understand language that is 
Hin-glish with the collaboration of whiteboard 
animation videos.

TITU Learning Private Limited
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean 
commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean 
massa. Cum sociis natoque penatibus 
et magnis dis parturient montes, 
nascetur ridiculus mus. 

Mstory Ventures Pvt. Ltd.
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Viva Monte requires a website, where they 
can share the experience of adventure 
travel mostly in Glacier and Trekking. This 
is also the face, from where user can book 
listed adventure packages.

Viva Monte Adventures Pvt. Ltd.
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Freshwoof requires a revamping of their 
current website, to a newer fresh look and 
feel. This website was built on Shopify. 

FreshWoof - Urban Tails Pvt Ltd
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Bijlikidookan.com requires a revamping of their 
current website. This website will allow you to 
expose your product via an e-Commerce 
(Electronic Store) platform, that will help your 
customers to purchase the product from the 
website itself, and also your customer can 
book servicing for their electrical applications.

Bijlikidookan
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eLearning app with subscription 
based service allow user to take 
courses based on subscription. 
Courses are combination of Audio, 
VIdeo and Textual content

Modern Learning
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The client requires a revamping of their 
current website, to maximize the 
customer retention and make the overall 
user experience smoth.

The Craving Spot
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We grow, 
when our clients grow!

We believe that our clients would grow best, 
when everybody associated would think 

Creatively in a Strategic mindset and work 
towards creating Innovative solutions that would 

bring customer delight in its true sense.
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     Meet our Management

Sachin Meena
Co-Founder & CEO

Ragini Sharma
Co-Founder

Shubham Purohit
VP-Engineering



To know more...

E-mail:

connect@csiworld.in
ragini.sharma@csiworld.in

Address:

6th Floor, Corporate Tower ll, JLN 
Marg, Malviya Nagar, Jaipur, 
Rajasthan - 302017

Phone:

Mobile: +91 90243 25912
             +91 95716 75572
Whatsapp: +91 96942 80191

Social:
facebook.com/csiworldin
instagram.com/csiworldin
linkedin.com/company/csiworldin

www.csiworld.in


